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Abstract
This bachelor thesis deals with the liberalisation of the gas market. In the first part,
the European Union is studied along with its attitude to liberalisation processes.
History of liberalisation is mentioned as well as last findings, opinions and European
gas market characteristics. Second part deals with the description of the development
of gas pricing mechanism. Third part focuses on the process of liberalisation in the
Czech Republic. At the end, the industrial and household data from 2001 to 2011 are
analysed.

Abstrakt
Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá liberalizací trhu s plynem. V první části práce se
věnujeme studiu Evropské unie a jejímu přístupu k výše zmíněné problematice.
Zmiňujeme historii liberalizace, poslední poznatky a názory na zatím dokončenou
liberalizaci a popisujeme evropský trh jako celek. Druhá část práce se zabývá
popisem vývoje mechanismu cenotvorby. Poslední část se zaměřuje na proces
liberalizace v České republice. V závěru práce uvádíme analýzu dat českého trhu se
zemním plynem za období 2001 až 2011 pro průmysl a domácnosti.
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Introduction
According to the Prague Model United Nations (PMUN, 2009),
liberalisation is one of the main points from the establishment of the World Trade
Organization (WTO). This term is mentioned for the first time in the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
The economic theory says there is a much more intensified competition in
the liberalised markets. Bigger competition makes lower prices and higher output.
Brakman, van Marrewijk and van Witteloostuijn (2009) show there are not fulfilled
required conditions in the energy and gas market to follow the standard economic
theory because this “economic theory is [not] wrong, but rather that the kind of
economic predictions the European Union is referring to are conditional.”
In the following bachelor thesis we will try to discuss the impacts of the
European natural gas market liberalisation with an emphasis put on the Czech natural
gas market. The Czech Republic liberalised its market in four rounds (1st January
2005, 1st January 2006, 1st January 2007 and 1st April 2007), see (Fiala, 2008), quite
later than it had happened in Western Europe. We would like to prove the change of
the pricing mechanism for the industry segment (VO segment, i.e. the industry one)
as well as for the household segment (Mass) using linear regression analysis.
At the beginning, the background of the Czech liberalisation is described,
taking into account liberalisation changes in the European Union and resulting
opinions for liberalisation that could influence the perception of making the
liberalisation changes. Further in the text, the comparison of Western and Eastern
countries is shown focusing on the most developed countries of West (France,
Germany and the United Kingdom). Next, the different pricing mechanisms are
discussed, focusing on the long-term gas contracts that are linked to oil derivatives,
and market pricing mechanism that represents the classical case of interaction of
supply and demand, and hence, the resulting price is set according to their
equilibrium.
Since the beginning of the natural gas era in Europe, the long-term trade
contracts have been based on an average duration of 20 to 25 years. The most of gas
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flowing to Europe comes from Russia, Algeria and Norway (

,

and

respectively, see Fisher, 2008). The price of any commodity depends on the contracts
according to which gas is bought. The dealers are facing different pricing mechanism
(long-term contracts and market pricing – hubs) that are also discussed in this thesis.
The prices of gas in the Czech Republic are derived from different factors.
Štěpán (2009) states these factors: a) the gas price from the suppliers, b) the crude oil
prices and the other oil products (the LFO and the HFO), c) the hard coal prices, d)
the exchange rate of CZK to USD and EUR. He shows that there is a difference in
weights of factors in different coutries across Europe. We are using this piece of
knowledge when doing the linear regression analysis. This price making is
questioned at this thesis. We would like to find out whether there is a change in the
pricing mechanism construction for different sectors in the Czech Republic caused
by the development of market hubs offering market-priced natural gas.
It is sure that the price of gas for the end-users in the Czech Republic
depends significantly on the gas prices from the dealers (representing about
from the price paid to suppliers). This long-term supplier‟s gas price depends on the
prices of the HFO

, the LFO

and black coal

and, of course, on

the exchange rate of CZK to USD and EUR.
The liberalisation has brought a lot of changes in the form of new alternative
suppliers that are becoming more and more competitive and are taking bigger market
share every year. From 2007, all of the segments in the Czech Republic can choose
their own gas suppliers. They are discussed in the paper, too. These new suppliers
have adopted different pricing mechanism (the hub one) than the traditional
suppliers, and therefore can offer less expensive gas to the end-users.
At the end, we would like to investigate if there is a difference in pricing
mechanism for the individual customers representing the firms with annual off-take
of more than

per year (VO and SO in the Český energetický úřad‟s

segmentation) and for the mass segment (households) with the consumption below
. Our hypothesis is that the individual customers are priced according to
the market pricing mechanism while the prices for the mass customers are still linked
to oil derivatives. This will be analysed at the very end of this bachelor thesis.
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1. Liberalisation of the European gas market
The European gas market has undergone a lot of changes in the recent years.
From its beginning, there have been efforts to interconnect formerly closed
economies. These attempts have resulted in the European Union with liberalised
energy markets.
Liberalisation1 refers to the process of a relaxation of previous government
restrictions. This liberalisation is often associated with the process of privatisation,
but these processes can happen separately. The liberalisation should bring the
enhancement of the market situation. It is connected with the removal or reduction of
restrictions or barriers (tariffs and quotas, licensing rules etc.).
There are different reasons for liberalisation there. The most discussed one
is the concept of “Four Freedoms”. This represents the free movement of goods,
services, labour and capital. It also brings the innovations and modernisations along
with the removal of frictions.
The process of liberalisation of electrical energy and natural gas started 10
years ago (Cerović, et al., 2009). Citizens of particular countries of Europe can
benefit from the option to choose its own supplier of gas and from the competition
among the suppliers.
We will discuss these facts in the following subchapters.

1.1 Historical development
Building of the single European market for gas and electricity is a principle
that the European Union (the EU) wanted to achieve from its beginning. This attitude
is embedded in its treaties. The Treaty of Rome (March 25, 1957) was the founding
treaty for the European Economic Community (and EURATOM) among 6 members
whose objectives were to harmonise the economic development, continuous and
balanced growth, stability, accelerated the standard of living, etc. The Single
European Act (February 17, February 28, 1986) completed so-called internal market
1

According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberalization, retrieved March 20, 2011
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that was homogenous without any frontiers. The Maastricht Treaty (February 7,
1992) created the Economic and Monetary Union (Baldwin, et al., 2008).
There were efforts to make the energy markets more competitive as well as
more efficient in 1990s in Europe when the European Community (the EC) started to
realise the lack of any organisation of the domestic natural gas market. The EU was
facing problems such as the natural gas monopoly, monopolistic positions of the
giants in the certain areas, long-term contracts with suppliers, the vertical integration
of energy companies and the limitation of market entry of new players on the fields
of markets with gas (Ševce, 2008).

1.1.1 Before 1998
The development of the European natural gas market has proceeded
similarly to the development of the electricity market. European policy with the
secondary legislation about the liberalisation of the gas market has been developed in
two stages2:
a) The Initial phase (1988 – 1991), in which two directives were adopted:
 Directive of the Council (90/377/EEC) from June 29, 1990, about the
techniques to enhance the “transparency of prices of gas and electricity for
the final consumer,”
 Directive of the Council (91/296/EEC) from May 31, 1991, about the “gas
transit grids”.
b) The Second phase that led to the Directive of the European parliament and the
Council (98/30/EC) from June 22, 1998, about “common rules for the internal
natural gas market”.

1.1.2 Liberalisation “à la carte"
The efforts and negotiations in the EU led to the first set of common rules
for the European energy markets – the first Gas Directive (98/30/EC) that came out
two years after the Electricity Directive (96/92/EC). This Gas Directive represented

2

For more information see http://eur-lex.europa.eu, retrieved January 27, 2011
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the new legal framework about the opening of the gas networks to the third parties
which would be achieved through unbundling of vertically integrated gas operators.
Vertically integrated firm is defined as a company which interacts in
segments of mining (extraction), transit, distribution and sale of a certain product at
the same time. Factors that influence the buyer‟s tendency to devour the supplier are
numerous. Among these factors, we could mention economies of scale, the attempt to
avoid the distortions on the market of the processing factors and the reduction of
uncertainty of supply. These factors can have the character of savings or high
transaction costs. The most important thing is the specificity of the assets, because it
holds (Mlčoch, 2005): the more specific the assets are, the worse the position the
buyer has and the bigger the tendency to vertical integration is.
Unbundling3 is the law-established separation of the activities, which have
the character of natural monopoly, from the activities that are or will be the subject to
the competition. This unbundling should lead to an improvement of economic
efficiency and a transparency of distribution companies as well as to possibility of an
equal access to the market. Various articles (Palán, et al., 2004), (EU, 2004),
(Zyuzev, 2008) and (Gómez-Acebo & Pombo Abogados, S.L., and Charles Russell,
LLP, 2006) describe different types of the unbundling.
Functional unbundling ensures the independence of the Transmission
System Owner (the TSO) and the Distribution System Owner (the DSO) within the
vertically integrated firm in terms of an organisation and a decision-making process
from other activities that are not related to the networks. It means that any decision
making about its operation, maintaining and development must be accepted by
integrated company independently and these accepted arrangements must exclude
any discriminatory behaving against other market participants.
Legal unbundling is the case when there is the separate ownership of the
TSO or the DSO from other activities that are not related to transmission or
distribution in the market. It means that transmission and distribution networks are
operated under different ownership than the generation or the production and supply.
This requirement does not demand separated ownership of the property.

3

According to http://slovnik-cizich-slov.abz.cz/web.php/slovo/unbundling, retrieved January 26, 2011
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Except for the functional and legal unbundling described above, accounting
unbundling calls for keeping the separate account for the TSO and the DSO
activities. Ownership unbundling is the most decisive form in which all activities
within the gas chain are separated into completely independent companies. There
should be the possibility of exemptions from the requirement of legal and functional
unbundling for the DSOs.
Third Party Access (the TPA) brings to consumers a possibility to choose
their own raw material supplier, e.g. gas supplier. At the beginning, the EU granted
the choice of suppliers to big gas customers such as power plants and big industrial
facilities. Each state could define its own level of eligibility, at least

of the

national market was free to choose suppliers, this level was updated five years later
to minimum of

, and after next five-year period, it should involve at least

(Cronshaw, et al., 2008).
This new system has to be monitored by an independent regulatory body.
This body should be independent from the market as well as from the state to ensure
transparent and non-discriminatory operations on the market. The EU member states
were free to choose their own approach in order to implement the opening to
competition process but it was required that the overall equivalent economic results
and market opening among national markets had to exist (Cronshaw, et al., 2008).

1.1.3 Acceleration of the liberalisation
The fact, that every member state could adopt their own approaches,
established big problems that the EU had to solve. The analysis performed by the
Commission showed an unequal level of market opening, tariff and the TPA
difficulties when taking into account the concentration of gas production and
imports. This needed to be solved and it was done in March 2002 in Barcelona,
where the EU Council decided on a full market opening for industrial gas consumers
in 2004 and the total market opening in 2005.
The Second Gas Directive (2003/55/EC) was adopted. This new EU gas law
authorised the regulated TPA as the basic rule for all existing infrastructures as well

6

as it moved the level of unbundling of the TSOs to the level of legal separation
(Cronshaw, et al., 2008).
This Second Gas Directive was also the proposal for updating the Gas
Transit Directive (91/296/EEC) and for regulations of all high-pressure transport
pipelines in the EU which would be liable to the TPA.

1.1.4 More to be done
Despite the previous efforts of the EU to achieve the competitive gas
market, an evident market reality indicated the process had not been finished yet. In
2004, the Commission remarked some issues discouraging the creation of the truly
competitive and functioning energy market that the EU had been struggling for4:
 Customer switching was not sufficient.
 New suppliers were not able to enter the existing markets and gas could not
circulate freely between points.
 One import source dominated the market.
 Prices might not have fallen as awaited and regulated end-user prices
distorted market functioning.
 Investments were not sufficiently big.
 The industry structure was far from concentration and the TSOs were not
independent enough.

1.1.5 Towards a third Directive
In January 2007, the EU presented its new general overview of the future
energy policy of the EU and embodied it in the Third Directive. This directive
wanted to connect the energy and the environment objectives. The EU Commission
proposed that there should be accomplished the complete de-integration of gas
operators through unbundling of the ownership and further institutions in order to
support the creation of an integrated gas market within the EU. In (Cronshaw, et al.,
2008) we could read the main features of this directive:
4

COM/2004/863. http://ec.europa.eu/energy/gas/benchmarking/doc/4/com_2004_0863_en.pdf,
retrieved January 26, 2011
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 Issues from energy and environment are treated together.
 Gas is treated equally to electricity.
 Ownership unbundling is performed between transport and sales.
 The European agency of energy regulators is to monitor cross-border issues.
 Energy security and market integration are to be dealt with by member state
and companies.
All the processes described in sections 1.1.2 to 1.1.5 are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Chronology of the EU liberalisation (1998 – 2008)

Source: (Cronshaw, et al., 2008 p. 28)
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1.1.6 Impacts of liberalisation
The liberalisation is a difficult but necessary step to make markets as
efficient as possible. The path to achieve this target is a long-term process. Different
groups have different ideals and desires. Due to this fact, we need to distinguish
between these groups and look at their interests. Firstly, we will discuss the changes
that the companies had to stand and how they adapted to new framework. Secondly,
we will focus on different states in Western and Eastern Europe.
(i) Companies
European companies had the feeling that they needed to be prepared for this
potential opening to the competition since the beginning of the 1990s. They needed
to compensate the shareholders‟ losses and therefore had developed different
strategies in order to keep the growth within the EU energy market. According to
(Cronshaw, et al., 2008), we could observe four general trends:
 Big national or regional incumbent operators started acquiring assets
abroad.
 Downstream local utilities merged on national or regional basis.
 The number of mergers and acquisitions has increased between gas and
power companies.
 Newly created energy groups were engaged in the policy of vertical
integration (upstream or downstream) so they could secure market shares
and their supplies. Upstream players are especially producers and suppliers
from outside of the EU.
(ii) Countries
The evident thing is that the liberalisation process does not influence only
the countries in the EU but also other countries, especially those that export to the
EU. These countries comprise mainly of Russia, Norway and Algeria. As shown at
Figure 4, we can observe that, in 2007, Russian gas took more than
gas imports, Norway got approximately

and Algeria only

of the EU
. Other

countries (the USA, Asian countries, Middle-East countries, etc.) acquired more
than

.
9

These percentage shares of imports have changed since 2007. In 2008, the
Russian gas imports accounted for

, Norway got

and Algeria

.

Nowadays, we could see, Figure 2, the increase in the imports of liquefies natural gas
(LNG). This LNG import also implies competitive offer and potential lowering of the
end-user prices.

a) Western Europe
Western Europe has longer history of gas supplies than Eastern Europe. In
general, the liberalisation processes started there sooner than in Eastern Europe and
were described by different authors, e.g. (Angelier, 2009), (Cerović, et al., 2009) or
(Cronshaw, et al., 2008). The biggest changes presented by mentioned authors are
summarised below.
The United Kingdom had started to liberalise its market sooner than it was
done so in the EU. The gas industry was privatised in 1986 with competition starting
in 1992 for most industrial customers and a fully competitive market came into force
in 1997, according to the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI, 2000). Since 1998,
all natural gas consumers have been free to choose their supplier whereas in
continental Europe this was not able until 2005 (in 2007 in the case of the Czech
Republic). The UK could see benefits obtainable from the market opening in
continental Europe and that was why the government supported it. On the other hand,
continental Europe (French and German operators) took advantages of the liberalised
British market. Moreover, the NBP (National Balancing Point), the British virtual
gas hub, started to act as the balancing market for continental Europe because there
was an absence of liquidity on continental hubs. DTI (2000) also shows that the
quality of service delivery has improved and the poorest consumers have benefited
from lower prices and market innovations.
In France, the incumbents (Total, Gaz de France, etc.) had acted before the
liberalisation process began and had started reorganising internally themselves even
though the First Directive was implemented with some delay. The TPA was pushed
forward by the Second Directive. A strong regulator was there and it provided a
transparent and non-discriminatory access to the network in spite of the absence of
the local production and the dependency on external long-term contracts were
10

bringing the difficulty for developing the competition. As a consequence, only
neighbouring countries could enter the market supplying with gas the industrial
consumer.
In Germany, the situation was different from French one. The regulator‟s
role was in the ex-post monitoring. There was also a different industrial structure in
Germany. Bundeskartellamt, the already existing competition commission, was
entrusted to supervise the energy markets liberalisation. Nevertheless, this
commission made only the ex post regulation, not enforced the ex ante one. That was
why, a new authority, Bundesnetzagentur, was created in 2005. The presence of
several regional players in Germany made the TPA impossible. The key element in
Germany is therefore to decrease the market dominance of the big players and to
develop a more flexible industrial structure.

b) Eastern Europe
Eastern Europe was part of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
and its hegemony ended after some organisational changes were done in this part of
Europe in 1989. Some of the post-Soviet states adopted the denationalisation strategy
as a way how to deal with the difficult but essential market reform of the centrally
planned economic system. This was done via the privatisation either by the mass
privatisation or by the sale to strategic investors.
The privatisation was a chance for Western Europe to get market shares in
this market and so many big Western players did (RWE, E.ON, ENI, etc.). Thanks to
these mergers and acquisitions, the governments of Eastern Europe got enough cash
to establish quickly a new economic system and to be prepared to join the EU as
soon as possible. On the other hand, the western companies had to deal with the low
level of energy prices, an inefficient coal usage in power and heat generation and a
weak management of energy companies in the countries of Eastern Europe.

1.2 Opinions of liberalisation
Free movement of goods and services has not always been so free; there
were a lot of barriers or obstacles. Historically, tariffs and quotas can be mentioned,
11

which were removed along with the completion of common market at the end of 60s
and at the beginning of 70s of the 20th century. Nevertheless, the abolition of tariffs
and quotas did not mean the market was entirely open. There were other barriers to
enter the foreign market, both technical and physical, or taxation (Baldwin, et al.,
2008).
Different authors (e.g. Cerović, et al., 2009, or Brauch 2002) have pointed
out, that the process of development of really competing markets is far from its
completion. Concerning countries of the European Union liberalising their natural
gas markets, we are the witnesses of the privatisation of state-owned enterprises. The
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI, 2000) opposes:
„… There are benefits to efficiency from privatisation, creating the
need to compete in capital markets. … The main efficiency gains and
consumer benefits have resulted from the introduction of competition.
A liberalised market, in which public sector companies compete,
could therefore be realised without privatisation.”
According to other authors (Angelier, 2009, or Cerović, et al., 2009), there
must be ensured three goals to which the liberalised market has to head. These goals
are competitiveness, security of supplies and sustainability:
 Competitiveness of the gas market should guarantee a competitive and nondiscriminatory energy market in which gas has the main stake.
 Security of supplies and diversification of the energy sources assures that
the European market will have the access to such amount of energy it needs.
 Sustainability should take care of fulfilling the Kyoto protocol concerning
emissions.
Alongside with these three goals, the low price for the end-user consumer
should be guaranteed as well as an enhancement of a quality of services and faster
introduction of new technologies (Angelier, 2009).
The Czech Ministry of Industry and Trade in its paper (MPO, 2010a)
enumerates advantages and disadvantages of the liberalisation of the gas market. The
liberalisation means the free choice of the supplier of natural gas. In the Czech
Republic, it was accomplished in 3 proceeding years (2005, 2006 and 2007). Further
information is available in section 3.2. Enhancements of the competition on the
12

market as well as bigger diversification of supplies bring huge changes in the
structure of the market. Concerning the Czech Republic, this is visible in Figure 13
that is discussed in section 3.2.2.
Figure 2: Development of European gas supplies

600
500

mcm

400
300
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2009
Domestic
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LNG

* estimations

Source: E.ON Ruhrgas

The liberalisation has a lot of advantages; however, it brings some risk, too.
The most important one is a risk of security of gas supply. This could be solved by
building of new pipelines to avoid troublesome areas and by arranging new suppliers
from outside of Europe. Europe could start to depend heavily on imports of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) as suggested by E.ON Ruhrgas‟ Figure 2. E.ON supposes that
LNG supply will increase from

in 2009 to

Domestic production will decrease from

of total gas supplies in 2020.

in 2009 to

of total gas supply in

this period. But this will bring the necessity of big investments in new facilities that
can gasify LNG again.
The liberalisation process brings the disadvantages, too. Liberalisation will
increase the number of traders depending on a spot market (hub markets). As seen in
Figure 9, this spot market can be volatile and it can have a great impact on the price
changing for the end-users. However, these traders do not have the obligation to store
their gas in the underground storage facilities to ensure the supplies for customers in
case of another supply interruption.
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The liberalisation has significantly changed European gas market and its
market framework. It has brought the 3rd energy package to the EU and national
legislations, it has abolished of destination clauses (see 2.2) and it has fixed
unbundling rules and the TPA for gas infrastructure (for both see 1.1.2). Vertical
segregation and limitation of long-term sales contracts are other results of the
liberalisation.

1.3 Characteristics of the European gas market
Characterising today‟s natural gas market, we need to have in mind that this
industry has been fragmented for a long time and it has resulted in a variation of the
trade and gas pricing mechanism in different markets. In the USA and the UK, the
prices are set as a function of a gas-on-gas competition whereas in continental
Europe, there is an oil-indexation pricing mechanism. This situation is discussed in
the sections 2.3 and 2.4. To support the statement above lets quote Cronshaw, et. al.
(2008):
““Gas markets within individual European countries have different
levels of gas penetration, network development, supply profile,
customer protection standards and regulatory experience.
Harmonisation of all these levels is required in the process of
integration within the single EU gas market.”
There are different groups with different interests there. There are
governments whose aims are the liberalisation of their markets as well as
implementation of gas directives required by the European Commission. On the
other hand, there are national incumbents dealing with the opening of their own
national markets and with the potential threat of competition. As mentioned in
(Zyuzev, 2008), they are reducing this threat by expanding geographically and
vertically in order to exploit global growth opportunities that have been offered by
horizontal and vertical integration.
The security of supply is a question that has burdened Europe for years. The
biggest part of gas supply comes from Russia. In November 2008, the European
Commission adopted the second strategic energy review concerning how to reduce
energy dependency by encouraging energy solidarity among member states, by
securing sustainable energy supplies, making energy saving in the key areas (e.g.
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buildings, energy-using products). As a result, in September 2009, the European
Council adopted a Directive (2009/119/EC) “imposing an obligation on Member
States to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/or petroleum products”. Eurostat
in its section “Statistics explained” (Eurostat, 2010) states:
“... These new measures for oil and gas markets are designed to
ensure that all parties take effective action to prevent and mitigate the
consequences of potential disruptions to supplies, while also creating
mechanisms for Member States to work together to deal effectively
with any major oil or gas disruptions which might arise; a
coordination mechanism has been set-up so that Member States can
react uniformly and immediately in emergency cases.”
The Russian gas supplies were not always smooth. There were rough
disputes between Ukraine and Russia passing off in 2005-2006 and in January 20095
and they resulted in a temporary interruption of the gas supply. From the 7th January
2009, most of the EU countries were caught in situation of gas supply interruption.
The Czech Republic was supplied from Russia via “north way” by the Jamal pipeline
through Poland and Germany (see Figure 3). The situation was stabilized on the 20th
January 2009.
Figure 3: The Czech Republic solution of the Russia-Ukraine disputes in 2009

Source: (MPO, 2010b)

5

For more information: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia–Ukraine_gas_dispute_of_2005–2006 and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_Russia–Ukraine_gas_dispute, retrieved March 19, 2011
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The International Energy Agency (IEA) defines the energy security as
availability of the regular supply of energy at an affordable price (Zyuzev, 2008).
According to (Haase, 2009) and (Zyuzev, 2008), the concept of security of gas
supply has two main aspects: long-term and short-term security. Security is related to
physical and economic risks. The physical risks are not so related to the availability
of gas resources as to potential political crisis, disruptions in the transport chain or
uncertainties in realisation of the required investments to bring gas from producers to
consumers. The long-term security immediately concerns a reliable and economic
supply whereas the short-term security signifies the avoidance of interruptions in
supplies of contracted gas as well as guarantees for customers to receive their agreed
gas.
Figure 4: Existing and projected natural gas pipelines to Europe

Source: Author, www.spiegel.de, retrieved March 31, 2011

In (Zyuzev, 2008), there is a distinguishing between external and internal
security. The external security ensures that the imported energy products meet in
time and quantity the needs of consumers. The internal security assures that the
national production, transmission and distribution can provide end-users with the
energy needed.
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It is obvious that in the future, the three main producing countries, i.e.
Russia, Norway and Algeria, will be exporting a huge share of European gas imports.
The EU struggles to ensure the security of supply as well as a large diversification of
sources. That is why, as shown in Figure 4, additional pipelines are built or at least
are in the state of projects. These are Nord Stream, South Stream and Nabucco. The
Nord Stream is projected to avoid “troublesome” Ukraine from the north, between
Russia and the EU via the Baltic Sea. South Stream, between Russia and the EU via
the Black See, and Nabucco, connecting the Caspian region and Middle East to the
EU, are passing Ukraine from the south.
The Czech Republic can benefit from the North Stream pipeline which
should go through its territory – so-called Gazelle pipeline connecting Hora Svaté
Kateřiny, a border transfer station in the north-west of the Czech Republic, with
another border transfer station, Waidhaus, in the south-east of Germany, see Figure 4
and Figure 10. So far, most of the imported gas coming to the Czech Republic has
come through Ukraine and the Slovak Republic. There is a possibility to import gas,
in the case of another interruption of supply, not through Ukraine but also by these
newly built pipelines or through Germany.
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2. Gas pricing mechanism
Historically, according to (ECS, 2007), all the European imports have come
from the super-giant fields starting with the development of the Groningen fields in
Netherlands. Dutch state wanted to maximise the rent income, so the concept of
replacement value pricing and the concept of long-term contracts with a minimum
pay based on a netback with regular review possibilities to adjust pricing to the
originally sought balance were developed.
Netback6 represents the summary of all the costs associated with bringing
one unit of a product (gas) to the market and of all the revenues from the sale of all
the products generated from the same unit. This is calculated by taking all of the
revenues less all costs associated with getting the product (gas) to the market. These
costs can include, but are not limited to, importing, transportation, production and
refining costs and royalty fees.
Replacement value principle links the gas prices to the prices of
alternative fuels e.g. gas oil for small-scale users, fuel oil for large-scale users etc. It
means that consumers would not have to pay more for gas than for alternative fuels
or the other way round the consumers would not have to play much less.
Market value principle is opposite to replacement value principle. In this
context, the price for gas is derived from the interception of supply and demand
curves. This price is set on the hubs. The European hubs are discussed in section 2.4.
Moreover, two different ways are possible – spot market and futures market.

2.1 Theoretical aspects of gas pricing mechanism
A standard economic textbook suggests that a supplier and a customer
follow a price-elastic supply and demand curves. According to visible price signals
the decisions of production (output) and consumption are made in order to maximise
the profit or overall benefit. The questions arise when demand reaches a certain level
of the inelasticity because consumers have a little choice for a given horizon and so it
depends on the incentives of producers to compete each other. These incentives are
6

According to http://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/netback.asp, retrieved February 14, 2011
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distorted in the case of high enough market concentration, a function risk perception
or investment time-lag needed to adapt the production.
Scarcity is another factor influencing the price of the commodity. Rising
prices mean a reduction in demand to the level where supply matches demand and
vice versa. The price variation is also a signal for an allocation of capital. The higher
the price relative to costs is, the higher new investments into production capacities
are because it means a potential reward for investors. But then there is a fall as lower
prices discourage investments.
However, gas is not a typical commodity with the behaviour mentioned
above. It has many specific characteristics distinguishing it from other commodities.
The study (ECS, 2007) describes them as follows:
(i)

The high uncertainty connected with resource development and the high
specificity of investment.

(ii)

The character of natural resource.

(iii)

The finiteness of the resources, worsen by the high concentration of
reserves.

(iv)

The involvement of two decision makers on the production side (production
company and resource owner).

(v)

Often inelastic demand for energy and its interaction with concentration and
capacity restrictions on the supply side.

(vi)

Market imperfections (e.g. unavoidable externalities).

(i) Risk and high specificity of gas investment
It costs a lot of money to develop the energy resources into a useful energy
services and it is a risky business that requires high investments. The specific
investments are needed to the mining site or to a special link in the chain from
resource development to the final customer.
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Specificity of investment is the core of the transaction cost theory of Ronald
Coase in his famous article The Nature of the Firm7. Transaction cost theory claims
that free economies will tend towards an optimum of overall transaction costs to deal
with the elements of uncertainty, opportunism by the players and asset specificity
(ECS, 2007). The specificity of investment is especially large for gas, e.g. specific
transportation and storage costs.
(ii) The character of a natural resource
The production of natural gas depends on the naturally given quality of the
production site. The cost of production differs from field to field, i.e. from onshore
to offshore, from small to large fields etc. The difference in the technology and
organisation of production means the different production costs of manufactured
goods.
The cost differences given by the quality of the site and by its location
relative to markets give rise to differential rents, called Ricardian rent after the
British economist David Ricardo. When the demand for a non-renewable energy
resource does not exceed its production capacity level, the equilibrium price will
indeed be located at the crossing of the demand and supply curves. In this case, the
producing country will only receive the Ricardian rent.
Ricardian rent is based on the competition within the given non-renewable
energy extraction industry and equals the difference between the production costs at
a particular field and the marginal costs within the given industry that are the
function of the equilibrium price level (Konoplyanik, 2010).
Hotelling rent is called after the US economist Harold Hotelling who
investigated the consequences for the inter-temporal optimisation of finite resource,
so called Hotelling‟s theorem. This concept is a basis for the energy pricing system
based on replacement value.

7

Available at:
http://www.cerna.ensmp.fr/Enseignement/CourECSoIndus/SupportsdeCours/COASE.pdf, retrieved
February 18, 2011.
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Figure 5: Pricing of non-renewable energy resources: Ricardian vs. Hotelling Rent

Source: (Konoplyanik, 2010 p. 4)

(iii) Finiteness of resources
Natural gas is a finite resource. While reading professional literature about
resources we should distinguish between „reserves‟, „resources‟ and „resource base‟.
Reserves are the gas volume that have been discovered and is thought
possible to produce under prevailing technological and economic condition. Three
types of them differentiated by the standard criteria:
 proved reserves – estimated quantities of gas, define probability is
 probable reserves – estimated as having a better than

,

chance of being

technically and economically producible, and
 possible reserves – estimated quantities of gas with

or

chance.

Proved global reserves8 of natural gas are
Resources include the gas volume that is thought to exist and be
recoverable whether they are discovered or not.
Resource base means all the hydrocarbon molecules that are thought to
exist. Reserves are subset of resources and resources are subset of the resource base.

8

Central Intelligence Agency‟s World Factbook, available at
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2179rank.html, retrieved
March 20, 2011
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(iv) Producing companies and resource owners
There are usually two players on the market – the resource owner (the state,
represented by its government) and the producing company – which have different
economic interests. In this situation, we may speak about the principal-agent theory,
where the producing company acts as the agent.
(v) Inelastic demand combined with supply restrictions
Gas mirrors the high inelasticity of the demand so according to Frank
Ramsey, it is an ideal commodity for raising the taxes (so called Ramsey tax) on it.
(vi) Market imperfections (externalities)
The market imperfections (or market failures) appear when the market
mechanism does not allocate resources correctly. The ECS (2007) describes that
market imperfection occurs due to:
 imperfect competition arising from monopoly,
 price distortion caused by lack of information,
 the existence of externalities, and
 non-rivalry and non-excludability of public goods in which non-market
institutions are more efficient than private companies.
In the same paper (ECS, 2007), we could find out that energy markets are often
affected by:
 imperfect competition,
 the existence of externalities, and
 the presence of public goods.
It is obvious that there exist definitely market imperfections in the gas
market and it is up to the state (government) to prepare the proper legislation in order
to ensure more suitable conditions for the firms as well as for the consumers.
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2.2 Replacement value pricing
The system of continental Europe is dependent on large long-term import
contracts. These contracts are based on the replacement value principle with a firm
contractual delivery obligation.
This concept of replacement value in the combination with the netback price
concept may result in different netback values at the exporting country‟s border for
different customers. It is getting much more complicated when we add the
transportation costs. These transportation costs imply different netback values, by a
definition, earned by the same exporter. Another interesting thing in this concept is
the fact that if the ownership of gas does not change at the border of the buyer but
upstream of this border, the buyer is compensated by the seller for the transportation
costs borne by the buyer so that the seller grants a rebate to the buyer.
Different prices for different consumers may result in problems for the
seller. When using the replacement value concept, it can lead to an arbitrage by the
buyer (ECS, 2007). This arbitrage can happen:
a) when a producer sells at the same point to different countries with different
values,
and/or
b) when a producer grants a rebate to compensate for transportation costs that are
incurred by the buyer who has to bring its gas to the market.
To prevent this rebate mentioned in b), the so-called destination clause was
introduced. In this destination clause, the buying party to a contract makes a
commitment not to resell gas to a 3rd country. These clauses protect the exporter‟s
position by preventing of the arbitrage operations. The EU has argued that “such
clauses are not in line with European competition law as they restrict the re-sale and
flow of gas between countries of the EU and thus violate basic provisions of 1958
Treaty of Rome regarding the free movement of goods” (ECS, 2007). These
destination clauses are now abolished in the EU.
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2.3 Draft of the pricing formula
Price of gas for end-customers PEC consists of different elements. Price of
the commodity Pm (creating about

) is set outside the European Union and

therefore it cannot be influenced by the EU regulation. Price of transmission PTSO
(about

) and price of distribution PDSO (about

Price of storage PSSO (about

) are subjects to regulation.

) and price of gas supplier PS (

to

) are

subject to competition. To conclude this, we could write the gas price formula as
follows:

PEC  Pm  PTSO  PDSO  PSSO  PS .
In the following text, we will discuss only the price of the commodity Pm
that is the most volatile part of the gas price and for that reason has the biggest
impact on the fluctuation of end-customers‟ prices.
The gas pricing formula is different for different suppliers and even buyers
and therefore cannot be generalised. Further in this paragraph, we will discuss the
differences in a price determination in different countries because every country has
its own particularities (alternative resources that it can use). Generally, the basic
pricing formula includes two gas alternative fuels as a consequence of historical
development:
 gasoil/diesel fuel (light fuel oil – LFO) reflects the competition with gas in
the households, and
 residual fuel oil (heavy fuel oil – HFO) reflects the competition with gas in
the industrial electricity and heat generation.
According to (Konoplyanik, 2010), the pricing formula then looks like this:

Pm  P0  a  c  e   LFOm  LFO0 

b  d  f   HFOm  HFOo 
 other sources,

where Pm is a price of commodity (gas) in month m,

Po is a starting price,
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(1)

a, b are shares of gas market segments competing with gas,
c, d are passed through factors (sharing risk and reward of the price

development between seller and buyer), the expected values are
c  0.8 and d  0.9 ,

e, f are technical equivalence factors to convert the units of prices for

fuel into the units of gas prices, i.e. e  0.0078 and f  0.0076 ,

LFO is a light fuel oil ( m means moving average value over the past
few months, o for starting month),

HFO is a heavy fuel oil ( m means moving average value over the past
few months, o for starting month), and
other sources denotes other addends (see below).

Let‟s have a deeper look at the formula (1). Price P0 is set according to
initial costs. These costs have different nature and consist of costs which occur with
getting gas, transportation costs, storage costs, etc. The parameters a to f can have
different values and generally depend on the indexation by the producers. The
parameters c to f are taken from a source dealing with the theme (Konoplyanik,
2010). The parameters a and b , however, have different values in different
countries across the Europe.
Problem is that prices of alternative sources (the LFO, the HFO) used in
formula (1) are not depicted from the price in a current month, but from the moving
average over past few months, subscript m . This principle serves as a “safety lock”
that prevents rapid fluctuations that might arise from a current volatility in
commodity prices (ERU, 2008). These alternative sources are traded on the stock
markets and are influencing each other. Subscript o may represent the starting
month of the contract or any other agreed starting point.
As seen in Figure 6, the structure of the price formula (1) can be quite
different. There could be more addends except for oil derivative (LFO and HFO),
e.g. coal, electricity, gas-to-gas competition prices or an inflation. In the basic
Groningen LTGEC model, the constants are like this:

and

. The

situation is quite different when comparing less liberalized markets (Eastern Europe)
with the most liberalized markets (Western Europe and the UK). Eastern Europe is
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very similar to Groningen model; however, it is getting more complicated in the case
of the UK, where the pricing formula is a poly-summation one.
Another remarkable finding is visible in Figure 6. In the Groningen model,
the ration of LFO/HFO was

(

in Eastern Europe and to

and

), but it has changed to

in Western Europe. The UK gas pricing

formula is rather different to these ones in continental Europe. Gas-to-gas
competition prices are prices established by the demand and supply at hubs.
In the UK, these gas-to-gas (hub) prices account for
meanwhile in Western Europe it takes only

in the gas formula

. Eastern Europe does not take into

account the market gas prices when deriving the price formula. The development of
continental gas hubs (see 2.4) will result in the changes in the pricing formula that
will adjust to new alternative source.
Figure 6: Differences between UK and continental Europe price indexation

Source: (EU, 2007)

As a result of the Figure 6 and according to the discussion made in the
paragraphs above, Konoplyanik (2010) states:
„… the more competitive is the market (in terms of alternative
supplies in different spheres of gas consumption), the more
complicated the formula can be due to the bigger number of
competing/replacing options for the consumer and the more
„ingredients‟ the buyer and the seller need to take into consideration
to provide marketability of the gas to be produced and exported.”
We should also have in mind that all the components of the pricing formula
(1) can be in different currencies. In the case of the Czech Republic, the LFO and the
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HFO are in dollars (cents). The gas price for Europe is set in Euro currency but in the
Czech Republic, it is sold in Czech crowns. The development of exchange rates
(USD/CZK, EUR/CZK) is therefore very important and can influence the final price
for end-users. The development of the exchange rates is shown in Figure 14.

2.4 Oil indexation vs. hub pricing
As it was mentioned above, historically, the gas prices were linked
(indexed) to the certain alternative fuel (the LFO, the HFO, coal etc.). Nowadays,
next to the replacement value pricing mechanism, the new pricing mechanism is
being used where the price is determined solely by the gas demand and supply at
market areas or hubs. This system is so-called gas-to-gas pricing mechanism (or
market pricing). This new pricing mechanism is taken into account in the long-term
contracts under a replacement value pricing in more liberalised market – a typical
example is the UK, where the share of gas-to-gas pricing takes more than

in

that formula (see Figure 6 for more details).
Hub is a physical or virtual location (differences are described in Table 1)
where multiple natural gas pipelines interconnect or natural gas is assumed to be
delivered between multiple parties. The most well-known ones are the Henry Hub in
the USA, the virtual British hub called National Balancing Point (NBP), Zeebrugge
(ZEE) in Belgium, Title Transfer Facility (TTF) in Netherlands and others.
Table 1: Differences between physical and virtual gas hubs

Location
Eligible gas
Physical
players
Pure
traders

Physical gas hub
Virtual gas hub
Place where several pipelines
Zone, a part of a gas network (regional or national)
connects to each other
Gas that passes at this location
Gas that enters the zone
Gas is delivered/off taken
Gas is imported/exported/sold to end consumers
to/from this location by physical
(within the zone) to/from this zone by physical
players
players
Buy and sell at this location, no
movement of gas to/from the
No imports/exports of the gas to/from the zone
hub
Source: (Gossuin, 2007)

Hub prices are, as it has already been said, driven by the demand and
supply. That is why no hub-priced long-term contracts were signed in Europe,
however, a number of short or medium contracts do exist and are either fully or
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partially hub-priced. NetConnect Germany (NCG) is quite a new hub but quickly
growing with big importance for the Czech Republic.
One thing is obvious. The long-term contracts based on replacement value
and short-term contracts based on hub prices can co-exist. According to the theory of
the supply and the demand and the final price, there could be an arbitrage due to the
different prices of a similar commodity. It is likely that if the long-term oil-based
contract prices are higher than the gas hub ones (as they usually do these days), the
customers will purchase at the hub and try to decrease purchases at the contract price.
This will drive hub prices up to contract prices. If a well functioning, deep and liquid
hub is there, then it is possible the hub price will influence the long-term contract
price (as visible in the UK‟s long-term contracts).
According to (Cronshaw, et al., 2008), (ECS, 2007) and (Ševce, 2008), a gas
trading hub has two basic characteristics: (i) it must be possible to move easily gas
into and out of the market (defined either as a single point or as a whole area –
virtual hub), and (ii) there must be a use of the gas (either through the existence of a
significant customer base, or through the demand from other markets reached from a
traded hub).
Table 2: Main gas hubs in continental Europe

Name
Acronym
NBP
National Balancing Point
ZEE
Zeebrugge
TTF
Title Transfer Facility
PSV
Punto Scambio Virtuale
PEG‟s
Point d’échange de gaz
BEB
Brigitta und Elwerath Betriebsführungs
CEGH
Central European gas Hub
EGT
E.ON Gastransport
NCG
NetConnect Germany
Source: Author

Location
United Kingdom
Belgium
Netherlands
Italy
France
Germany
Austria
Germany
Germany

Year
1996
2000
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2006
2006

A successful gas trading hub has to meet these minimum requirements
(except of the basic two ones):
 Managing a volume risk for all market participants is possible at a
competitive cost.
 Low barriers to entry for new players, known contractual setup and possible
clearing services, with low transaction costs.
 Managing a price risk, through the market – forward/futures market.
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 Fairness and transparency, leading to a confidence and liquidity.
Figure 7: Volumes traded at continental European hubs
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Source: Author according to (IEA, 2009)

Volumes of gas traded9 at continental European hubs have been steadily
increasing in the recent years as demonstrated in Figure 7. We could see the increase
in the number of hubs over past years. An increase in the traded volume of
from 2006 to 2007 and of
volume has increased by

from 2007 to 2008 is also visible. The physical
from 2006 to 2007 and by

from 2007 to

2008. The development of the volume traded is given by prices that are much lower
than the prices of oil-indexed long-term gas contracts.
As it has already been mentioned, a successful gas hub has to be liquid to be
well performing. However, the continental gas hubs suffer from the lack of liquidity
and it discourages producers. Furthermore, there have been oil-based contracts for
more than thirty years in Europe and switching them from oil-based to gas-to-gas
market brings a huge risk to business sustainability. The measure of this liquidity is
called churn rate.

9

The physical volume is the amount of gas delivered through the hub at the end, while the traded
volume represents the amount of gas that has been traded. The traded volume is higher than the
physical one because gas can be traded several times before finally delivered (Cronshaw, et al., 2008).
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Figure 8: Churn rates of European hubs, 1996-2010

Source: (Konoplyanik, 2011)

Churn rate represents the amount of times that gas is being traded before it
is delivered. It is defined as the traded gas volume on the hub divided by the physical
volume. The bigger the number is, the more liquid the market. The development of
the churn rates for European hubs is in Figure 8. The NBP hub (dark blue) is the
most liquid hub in the EU with the average slightly below
(red) average is about , TTF‟s (green) is

, while Zeebrugge‟s

and finally NCG‟s (light blue) is . Dr.

Konoplyanik in his paper (Konoplyanik, 2010) suggests:
“... liquid markets start with a weighted average churn of at least .
... The European gas markets – both in the UK ... and in Continental
Europe – are not liquid yet”.
Figure 9: Volatility of oil-indexed prices vs. NBP Day-ahead

Source: (Cronshaw, et al., 2008)
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Another aspect of hubs is the development of volatility in them. In Figure
9, we could see the high volatility of the British NBP that is much higher than in the
case of an oil indexed gas prices. This volatility means disadvantages for the
customers because it will greatly increase the uncertainty of their gas bills. However
the relationship between the spot price and the customer in the competitive market is
similar to the relationship between the customer and the spot oil price under the
traditional price formula.
The customers face the average of the spot prices over the entire period of
their contracts and they do not have to worry about big changes in prices. On the
other hand, price-elastic costumers can profit from this volatility by varying their
demand and can therefore reduce the volatility of price and increase the flexibility
and security of the system as well (Cronshaw, et al., 2008). Gas trades happen at
standardized commodity exchanges (EEX or ICE) or as over-the-counter principle
(OTC).
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3. Czech natural gas market
The Czech Republic is quite a small country with more than

million

inhabitants laying in central Europe surrounded by Germany, Poland, the Slovak
Republic and Austria.

3.1 Historical development
The Czech Republic is a relatively small gas market entirely dependent on
imports (IEA, 2010). According to the study of the IEA (2010), it has limited gas
resources accounting for

of gas as of 2008. This amount represented only

of Czech demand in 2008.
In 1989, the ascendancy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
ended and the market economy began. The government wanted to implement the
market prices of energy products to lower the state subsidies and to start the
privatisation of the state companies in two waves. Most of the energy companies
were changed from “s. p.” (state-owned company) to “a. s.” (joint-stock company).
There have been mergers and acquisitions in the Czech Republic performed by
Western companies (RWE, E.ON, etc.).
To demonstrate this process, let‟s have RWE Transgas as an example. The
first gas trading company was Transgas, s. p., established in 1998. It was in charge of
all transit pipelines (transiting the gas through the Czech Republic), high-pressure
pipelines (transiting of gas within the Czech territory) and six underground storages.
In May 2001, it changed the structure to Transgas, a. s., and at the end of 2001, the
state share was sold to German RWE. From March 1, 2004, there was RWE Energy
Czech Republic, s. r. o., being in charge of the managing of the gas import and
transit. In 2005, RWE Energy was replaced by RWE Transgas, a. s., and

regional

distribution companies.
As demanded by the Directive 2003/55/EC, from January 1, 2006, RWE
Transgas, a. s., stopped to perform on the position of the TSO and was split into
separate and independently functioning companies. The transmission system operator
is NET4GAS, the trader is RWE Transgas. From January 1, 2007, the distribution
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system operators and transmission system operators were separated from every
regional company (RWE GasNet, SMP Net, JMP Net and VČP Net)10.
As mentioned above, the Czech Republic is almost entirely dependent on
gas imports. Historically, all gas came from Russia. This link between Russia and the
Czech Republic is quite obvious as a consequence of the Russian ascendance over
Czechoslovakia. All of the gas imports came from Russia until 1997 when gas
started to flow from Norway. This was done thanks to the opening of the North
German pipeline NETRA in 1995. It was the first moment of the diversification of
supplies.
Figure 10: Gas pipelines and facilities in the Czech Republic in 2009

Source: (IEA, 2010)

Every one of the vertically integrated companies has been unbundled
according to European Directive 2003/55/EC. These terms are explained in 1.1.2.
RWE Transgas was a dominant importer of the natural gas into the Czech Republic.
It has been split into RWE Transgas Net, a transmission system operator (TSO), and
RWE Gas Storage, a gas storage operator. Historically, the Czech gas market has
been split into

main regions – East, West, North, South, Centre of Bohemia, Prague

and South of Moravia that are pictured in Figure 10.

10

SMP – Severomoravská plynárenská, JMP – Jihomoravská plynárenská, VČP – Východočeská
plynárenská
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Currently, there are three main incumbents operation in the Czech Republic.
These incumbents are RWE, E.ON and Pražská plynárenská (Prague Gas Company).
out of

distribution companies are controlled by RWE. Jihočeská plynárenská

(South Bohemia gas) is controlled by E.ON and Pražská plynárenská is controlled by
the city of Prague

.11

and E.ON

3.2 Process of liberalisation
The Czech Republic joined the European Union in May, 2004, as one of the
six countries in the 1st wave of the 5th enlargement and had to accept the so far
discussed directives by the EU. It also had to go through the process of liberalisation
being required by European regulation.
In 2005, the price regulation of wholesale and storage business ended and so
the price regulation for the largest business customers (VO segment). In 2006, this
regulation concerned the sales prices for medium customers (SO segment) followed
by small business customers (MO segment), and in 2007, the household customers
segment was deregulated (DOM segment). Prices of gas are not regulated for more
than four years for all the customers in the Czech Republic.
The VO segment represents business customers with annual gas
consumption above
off-take between

and the SO segment are business customers with gas
and

. These two segments take a

share

of the total Czech natural gas consumption. The MO segment comprises of business
customers with annual off-take up to

. This segment represents

of

the total Czech gas consumption. The DOM segment is a segment of households no
matter their annual consumption level and their share is approximately

of the

Czech market.
Thanks to the liberalisation of the Czech natural gas market, we are the
witnesses of new opportunities for suppliers and producers. It will be discussed in the
next two sections.

11

Annual report of Pražská plynárenská, available at http://files.ppas.cz/o-nas/spolecnostppas/vyrocni-zpravy/ppas-vyrocni-zprava-2009.pdf, retrieved March 18, 2011
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3.2.1 New opportunities for suppliers
Historically, there was only one company that had almost monopolistic
import contract on gas. The company had

share on the wholesale market as

well as on the retail market. Then, it was selling gas to E.ON and Pražská
plynárenská but the wholesale was still

and the retail dropped below

,

firstly in 2003. After the liberalisation process started, shares of wholesale and retail
sells have been continuously decreasing.
Figure 11 describes whole situation on the Czech market. We can see the
loss of the RWE group over the past years. Before starting the liberalisation, RWE,
the major supplier, took approximately
represented

of the market, Pražská plynárenská

of the market followed by E.ON with less than

. Since the

liberalisation started, alternative suppliers have been able to gain more and more
market shares. In 2006, they represented only
2008, it was

of the market while in

, and in 2009, this share increased to more than

. The change

of share of the gas importing companies from 2008 to 2009 is more than
(

) (i.e. by

) and it is supposed this increase will

continue.
Figure 11: Market share from 2005 to 2009
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Note: Severočeská plynárenská, Středočeská plynárenská and Západočeská
plynárenská are part of RWE Energie from 2009 but in this graph, they are
counted to RWE Energie from 2005
* Data available for RWE only. Others in 2010 represent also PP and E.ON
Source: Author, according to ERU
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If we have a profound look what happened in 2009, we will find out that the
market share of RWE dropped below
(i.e.

. That is the decrease of more than

) from 2005. Vemex, s. r. o. (Ltd. in English), was the most

successful alternative supplier, with more than

in 2009 (see Figure 12). It is

expected that new alternative suppliers of the natural gas will rise and the existing
ones will strengthen their market positions.
The overall growth of alternative players is expected but growth of
individual players depends on their sourcing contracts and resulting commodity
prices they face, mechanism of financing their activities and general strategy.
Figure 12: Market share of suppliers in 2009
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3.2.2 New opportunities for customers
As mentioned above, the Czech gas market went through the process of
liberalisation. The years when the liberalisation of these Czech segments happened is
shown in Table 3. Definition of segments is given above.
The liberalisation brings two results concerning the customers. Firstly, there
should be lower price due to the increased number of players and so enhanced
competition. Secondly, customers show their dissatisfactions of current situation by
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leaving their contemporary suppliers. Figure 13 shows one of the visible aspects of
the liberalisation – a switch of customers.
Table 3: Customers switching suppliers

%

VO

SO

MO

DOM

2005

0.10%

-

-

-

2006

0.10%

0.32%

0.23%

-

2007

5.26%

0.12%

0.03%

0.25%

2008

6.75%

1.32%

0.18%

0.00%

2009

8.72%

3.98%

2.26%

1.07%

2010

12.23%

9.60%

3.55%

2.90%

2011*

24.88%

10.36%

4.95%

2.40%

* March 2011, newer data not available yet

Source: Author, according to ERU

The VO segment is much more price-elastic than the others because the VO
firms tend to change their suppliers more often than families. It could be explained
by their attempts to compete against their rivals. Firms are trying to lower their costs
because the prices of their products are closely connected to the costs that they need
to pay. That is why they want to seek for the best offer.
Figure 13: Customers switching suppliers
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In this bachelor thesis, we are interested in the impacts of liberalisation. One
of the impacts is seen in Figure 13 and discussed above. Table 3 can indicate that the
pricing mechanism is changed for the firms rather than for households as the firm are
switching to cheaper suppliers. This speculation is tested in the following paragraphs.
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3.3 Data analysis
In this chapter, we will describe the segmentation of customers that is used
for analysis; sample selection and data collection focus is explained. All the
calculations will be done with Gretl12, version 1.9.2, freeware statistical program.
Our main focus is to find the answers at these simple questions:
Are there any effects of liberalisation on the pricing mechanism in the
Czech market and what are their determinants and impacts?
Are gas prices in the Czech Republic driven by prices of oil
derivatives (the LFO, the HFO) or are they set according to the
market price (that is determined on the hubs, for example the NCG
and the TTF)?
These questions are easy to ask but are hard to answer. Why is it so?
Gas in the Czech Republic, as it has already been said above, is imported
mainly from Russia and Norway on the basis of the long-term contracts. Other
sources are hubs in Europe or the LNG imports from outside of Europe, e.g. from
Algeria or even from the USA. Concerning the Czech Republic, it is important that
gas is flowing not only through the Slovak Republic from east but also through
Germany from west of Europe.
Another aspect is that the continental hubs were not available until 2000 so
the prices of gas sold to end-consumers were not driven by hub prices before. It also
took some time for companies to rebuild their oil-derivative priced formulas and
adjust it for lower-priced hub gas.
The second factor influencing the price of natural gas is the exchange rate of
CZK/USD and CZK/EUR. The payment for purchased natural gas is carried out in
the USD currency or the EUR currency. We have witnessed the decrease in the
exchange rates over past years. The quarterly changes are shown in Figure 14. The
USD currency is twice cheaper in these days then it was in 2001 and the drop is
visible in EUR currency, too.

12

Newer version and more information available at http://gretl.sourceforge.net
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Figure 14: Development of exchange rates
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We discuss customer selection separately for two segments that we will study:
 Individual
over

customers:

These

are

customers

with

consumption

per year (SO and VO segment in the ERU segmentation, see

3.2 for definition). These customers are “individual”, because they receive
individual price offers according to their specific off-take profile. The Czech
Statistical Office publishes the data for industrial customers that are counted
into this category but this data might be biased, because these big customers
have its power to push prices down. The reason is simple: the bigger the
customers are, the more power they have. Nevertheless, I am using publicly
available data as much detailed as possible (quarterly data) and I am aware
of the differences within this sector.
 Mass market customers: These are customers with consumption
below

, with prices based on publically available price lists. The

price for them differs according to their yearly off-take. The RWE divides
them into

categories:

MWh: under 1.89 1.89 - 9.45 9.45 - 30 30 - 63 above 63

Moreover, for this category, we will discuss only customers of
Východočeská plynárenská (East Bohemian Gas) that represents one of the
regional RWE companies (although a competition among the gas suppliers
within the RWE group can also exist).
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Figure 15: Comparison of the VO and DOM segment prices
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When comparing the prices of individual customers with those of the mass
costumers, we can see that mass ones are higher and the spread has a growing trend.
Figure 15 shows this trend. It is supposed that this trend will be still growing as the
industrial prices are going to be more linked to market prices (hub ones) but the mass
prices are about to be linked to oil derivative prices under a condition of a growing
spread between oil-priced gas and market-priced gas. Moreover, spread is much
more growing, when taking into account just the price differences after liberalisation,
i.e. from 1Q 2007 to 1Q 2011.

3.3.1 Individual customers
Firstly, we will compare the levels of prices on Czech market. Data for this
part have been downloaded from the Český statistiský úřad (CSU), from
Economagic, from Gaspool and APX-ENDEX13. The CSU provides quarterly data of
the industrial prices in the Czech Republic in the period from 1Q 2001 to 1Q 2011.
Economagic provides the LFO and the HFO daily prices. Gaspool and APX-ENDEX
are providing daily market prices from NCG hub and TTF hub, respectively.

13

Internet pages are listed in the Bibliography
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The CSU in its methodical appendix about industrial price collection14 states
that “… these gas prices are counted as a weighted arithmetical average of the
prices of the most important suppliers, where weights are market shares”. This
means that alternative suppliers, which do not have significant market share yet, are
not counted in the averages made by the CSU. On the other hand, these alternative
suppliers can have lower prices for this individual segment as they are buying their
gas on the gas hubs. Moreover, these individual customers, as mentioned above in
the description, are represented by the VO and the SO segments. The VO segment
has also bigger power to negotiate lower prices, because the size does matter.
Liberalisation can have two different effects: change of the pricing
mechanism and lower prices. Figure 15 shows the effect of lowering of the prices for
industrial customers as presented by the linear trends. This can be biased by the fact
that individual prices are given only by the biggest gas suppliers, as mentioned in the
description of CSU data collection. However, we supposed that these individual
prices would be higher if not pegged to market prices and the spread with mass
customers would be therefore lower.
For the purpose of this study, I have counted the quarterly prices of the
LFO, the HFO, the NCG and the TTF to be comparable with our industrial data. The
industrial data are in Czech crowns (CZK) per MWh. The oil derivative prices (the
LFO, the HFO) are listed daily and commodities are traded in the cents of American
dollars per gallon. The hub prices are listed daily in Euro currency (EUR) per MWh.
The LFO, HFO and hub prices were converted to CZK per MWh using the publically
available exchange rate provided by the Czech National Bank and a conversion
factor.
There are two ways how to trade the gas on the hubs. There are future
contracts or spot prices. We are aware that gas volumes are more often traded as
futures, but in for our regression analysis, we are using spot prices as representative
ones. This is due to the fact that we do not have any information on the exact day the
contract for delivery was signed and our comparison as well as conclusion would not
be proper.

14

Available at http://www.czso.cz/csu/2010edicniplan.nsf/t/1D0049A08C/$File/70041012m.pdf,
retriever May 2, 2011
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In this section, we will study following variables:
 P_In represents industrial prices (VO and SO segment) published by the
CSU quarterly from 2001 to 2011 in the CZK currency per MWh.
 NCG_CZK and TTF_CZK are the hub prices originally in EUR/MWh but
converted to the CZK currency using the exchange rate provided by the
Czech National Bank. The Gaspool (NCG) provides data from October 1,
2008 daily. The APX-ENDEX (TTF) provides data from January 1, 2006
daily. Both the series were averaged to quarters to be comparable among
others.
 LFO_CZK and HFO_CZK are prices of oil derivatives originally in USD
currency but converted to the CZK currency per MWh using the exchange
rate provided by the Czech National Bank. These prices are quarter averages
of moving averages over last 9 month. The construction of these quarter
averages is as follows. The Economagic provides data daily. Firstly, we
have transformed them to the month averages. From these averages, we
created moving average over last 9 months, i.e. for month i the price is set

1 9
as pi    pi  j , i  10,...,128. From these pi , we created quarter averages.
9 j 1
Figure 16: Gas prices for VO segment
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2010

2011

As seen in Figure 16, TTF and NCG prices do not differ too much in the
periods 4Q 2008 to 1Q 2011. The two-sample t-test15 verifies that the means of the
two data series are in fact similar. We do not have longer time series for NCG hub
that is why we will use TTF prices in the study having in mind that these two hubs‟
prices have been developing similarly.
Interesting fact, visible in Figure 16, is that the TTF prices were higher than
the industrial ones at the beginning of 2006. Moreover, we could see that industrial
prices and TTF prices were not correlated until 4Q 2008 in the Czech Republic.
Figure 17 gives more complex picture of the situation. We could see that the
development of P_In is quite similar to the development of LFO_CZK and
HFO_CZK. P_In is lagged there. This lag is probably caused the adaptive process.
As mentioned above, industrial prices P_In and TTF_CZK prices have been
developing similarly from 3Q 2008.
Figure 17: Comparison of industrial prices with oil derivative prices and hub ones

Source: APX-ENDEX, CNB, CSU, Economagic, Author

15

Test is available in the Appendix
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We will try to perform regression analysis on the following model:

P  0  1  HFOCZK  2  LFOCZK   ,

(2)

where
 P

Gas price in CZK

 HFO _ CZK

Moving average of the HFO prices in CZK over 9 months

 LFO _ CZK

Moving average of the LFO prices in CZK over 9 months

 i , i  0,1, 2

Regression coefficients

 

Disturbances

Ordinary least squares (OLS) are not an applicable model because we are in
the case of correlated disturbances. This autocorrelation is caused by the moving
averages of explanatory variables (HFO_CZK and LFO_CZK). To remove this
autocorrelation, we will test our model by Cochrane-Orcutt GLS.
We would like to prove, there is a difference in the pricing mechanism
concerning two periods, 2001 – 2006 and 2007 – 2011, in the Czech Republic. We
have tested whether to use one model for the whole period 2001 – 2011 or separately
for two periods. Chow test, tested in the Appendix, indicates that we can analyse 2
models separately.
According to the results of Chow test, we can split our data into two
periods. As mentioned above, the OLS models are not a good choice for the
autocorrelation problem of residuals. The GLS assumptions are tested in Appendix.
Our results are in the Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4: GLS regression for individual customers, period 2001 - 2006

const
LFO_CZK
HFO_CZK

Coefficient
230.346
2.06338
1.11364

Std. Error
79.6786
0.995811
1.7304

t-ratio
2.8909
2.0721
0.6436

p-value
0.00903
0.05140
0.52716

Table 5: GLS regression for individual customers, period 2007 - 2011

const
LFO_CZK
HFO_CZK

Coefficient
470.798
1.05498
1.3534

Std. Error
56.3863
0.780965
1.15473
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t-ratio
8.3495
1.3509
1.1720

p-value
<0.00001
0.19978
0.26221

There is no autocorrelation presented in the models and all the other
assumptions are met. No one of the variables is significant on the

confidence

level. However, we assume that these models are much better than the OLS ones,
because we have fulfilled all the assumptions needed (Moody, 2009). Moreover, in
the section 3.3.3, the models‟ outcomes are discussed.
Coefficients of determination are R12= 0,930910 and R22= 0.864583. We
could see the drop of R2 for the period of 2007 – 2011. This decrease can indicate the
change in the pricing mechanism for the individual consumers. To be able to prove
this strong statement, we have calculated the correlation matrix in the chosen
periods. These matrices are shown in the section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Mass customers
Unlike the individual customers, they do not have much choice of the price;
they do not have the bargaining power. Their only option is to show their attitudes by
their leaving to other supplier. Their prices differ according to their annual
consumptions described in 3.3. For this study, we have chosen the prices of
Východočeská plynárenská, s. r. o., and prices do not differ so much between
different regions.
To perform the regression analysis, one model was tested even though there
are 5 different groups according to their annual consumption. We have chosen the
middle one, i.e. consumers with annual consumption of between
and

. This group is a representative one because it does not differ from the

prices for customers with consumption from

to

(only in small

number of quarters and the two-sample t-test does not show that we should reject
null hypothesis about similar average values) That is why we take into account the
biggest group of mass customers that is not biased because it is spread all over the
East Bohemia region.
Table 6: GLS regression for mass customers

const
LFO_CZK
HFO_CZK

Coefficient
1139.98
1.26839
0.136722

Std. Error
305.328
0.955077
1.37622
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t-ratio
3.7336
1.3280
-0.0993

p-value
0.00063
0.19230
0.92140

Once again, the autocorrelation process is proved and hence CochraneOrcutt GLS model is tested. Chow test does not confirm, we should test the data
separately as in the individual customers‟ case. The results of this Chow test brings
us to the conclusion, there is no (or at least very small) impact of the hub prices for
the mass consumers. Results are in Table 6. GLS assumptions are tested in
Appendix.
Coefficient of determination is bigger, R2=0.947799. There is no
autocorrelation presented in the model and all other assumptions are met. None of
the variables is significant on the

confidence level.

3.3.3 Outcomes of models
In previous subchapters, Cochrane-Orcutt GLS models were tested for
individual and mass consumers for period between 1Q 2001 and 1Q 2011. We have
performed Chow test to find out whether our dataset can be separated into two
periods (2001 to 2006 and 2007 to 2011). Results are that we can test data separately
for individual customers, but not for mass customers.
Both the models have fulfilled their assumptions that are tested in
Appendix. According to (Moody, 2009), GLS models are better16 than the OLS ones
in case of the autocorrelation of disturbances. Estimations of regression coefficients
in the case of autocorrelation are still unbiased and consistent, but they are
inefficient.
Total number of observations covered by the analysis is limited to 40. It is a
small number for running a creditable regression. While performing the separated
regression on the individual customers, we are limited by the number of
observations. Secondly, the liberalisation started 4 years ago and hence the required
changes have not been set yet. Thirdly, the data collection concerning the industrial
price is not sufficient to prove the changes.

16

The autocorrelation causes OLS to be inefficient, standard errors are underestimated and the
corresponding t-ratios are overestimated or underestimated (positive vs. negative autocorrelation),
(Moody, 2009)
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We have found out that there is a drop in R2 in the second period, i.e. after
liberalisation, for individual customers. This could imply the change in the pricing
mechanism for this segment. To make it more outright, I have calculated the
correlation coefficients between the industrial prices P_In and Mass prices and the
LFO, the HFO, the TTF and the NCG prices separately for the period 1Q 2001 to 4Q
2006 and for the period 1Q 2007 to 1Q 2011. The results are presented in Table 7
and Table 8.
Table 7: Correlation matrix, period 2001 to 2006

P_In
1.0000
0.9681
0.8879
0.8031

Mass
0.9681
1.0000
0.8066
0.8174

LFO_CZK
0.8879
0.8066
1.0000
0.8687

HFO_CZK
0.8031
0.8174
0.8687
1.0000

P_In
Mass
LFO_CZK
HFO_CZK

Table 8: Correlation matrix, period 2007 to 2011

P_In
1.0000
0.8527
0.4493
0.7009
0.8389
0.4785

Mass
0.8527
1.0000
0.7879
0.9263
0.6807
0.1688

LFO_CZK
0.4493
0.7879
1.0000
0.8272
0.8439
0.6089

HFO_CZK
0.7009
0.9263
0.8272
1.0000
0.9005
0.5724

NCG_CZK
0.8389
0.6807
0.8439
0.9005
1.0000
0.9964

TTF_CZK
0.4785
0.1688
0.6089
0.5724
0.9964
1.0000

P_In
Mass
LFO_CZK
HFO_CZK
NCG_CZK
TTF_CZK

Comparing the tables, we could see a drop in the correlation between
industrial gas prices and LFO and HFO, respectively. Moreover, we have found that
the Czech gas market is more influenced by the German NCG than the Dutch TTF,
but the data for NCG are not publicly available for a long time series. Mass prices are
also influenced by the hub ones but this influence is not so strong. This influence is
caused by the fact that NCG prices are partially correlated with the oil prices.

3.4 Further development
In 2008, natural gas demand was nearly

mcm and is expected to

rise in following years (IEA, 2010) as the Czech economy revives from the slowdown of its activities. Industry is the main primary user of gas (
residential users (

), followed by

). One of the growing sectors is the transformation sector –

gas-fired generation of electricity – accounts for

in 2008 in the Czech

Republic. This gas-fired generation is mainly used for meeting peak electricity
demand (IEA, 2010). This transformation sector is expected to be growing in the
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coming decades. Another factor, influencing the increase in the gas demand is the
commitment of the EU to become “green”, reducing the CO2 emissions.
The security of supply, discussed in 1.3, is influencing the EU investments
and the development of the infrastructure. New pipelines are building, or at least are
planned to be build in the near future. These new pipelines will bring gas from
locations different to current ones except of the North Stream that will be importing
gas from Russia but through different way. Moreover, as seen in Figure 2, the LNG
imports are expected to increase as a substitution to the pipeline gas. The EU stands
again the problem of fragmented Europe in the sense of different level of gas
penetration, network development, supply profile, regulatory experience etc.
The liberalisation should bring at least two outcomes: lower price for
customers as a result of stronger competition and the change of pricing mechanism.
These two outcomes are discussed in next chapter using the results of previous
market analysis. Concerning the Czech Republic, there are a lot of projects there that
could enhance the impacts of the liberalisation. Ministry of Industry and Trade of the
Czech Republic in its study (MPO, 2010b) describes some of them.
Firstly, there is a new GAZELLE pipeline that will be continuation of the
north way of the natural gas from Russia to the EU. This new pipeline would be the
follow-up of the OPAL pipeline in Germany. Secondly, there is the project of
pipeline connecting Czech and Polish transmission system in Český Těšín region. It
will enable a reversal flow of gas. The last project is a reversal flow of gas from west
to east that was provisionally used in the Russia-Ukraine crisis in January 2009.
The Russia-Ukraine dispute also opened the question of the diversification
of supplies. That is why, new pipelines are built. The Czech Republic can benefit
from projected pipelines such as Nabucco or North Stream. Nowadays, new gas
supplies also come through Germany. This way was used also during the RussiaUkraine disputes.
In Figure 11 we could see the drop in the market share of RWE. It was
caused by its long-term contracts with Russia and therefore more expensive gas
supplies. These long-term contracts are pegged to the development of hard coal
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prices, prices of oil derivatives and the exchange rate of American dollar. Alternative
suppliers get gas mainly from hubs and therefore cheaper.
RWE is the biggest incumbents on the Czech gas market accounting for
more than

of the market share. Its importing gas prices from Russia are to be

renegotiated,17,18,19 as it underwent to the arbitration with Russian Gazprom during
2010, in order to get its gas imports partially indexed to NCG prices. The judgement
of the arbitration is expected in the end of 2012. This could stabilise its market share
and it will also influence the whole gas market in the Czech Republic.
According to the RWE presentation,20 it is expected that RWE will lose its
market position in year 2011 and reaching the market share of 51 %, see Figure 11
for the development of its market shares from 2005 to 2010. This drop in market
share is caused by stronger competition on the gas market. New players have
appeared on the Czech market – ČEZ, Gaz de France and SPP Bohemia.

17

Available at http://byznys.lidovky.cz/cesko-si-nevyjednalo-u-rusu-slevu-plyn-zdrazi-vice-nez-jindev-evrope-12l-/firmy-trhy.asp?c=A101228_155755_firmy-trhy_nev, retrieved May 5, 2011
18
RWE‟s Press Release as of 5th May 201, available at http://www.rwe.cz/cs/tiskove-zpravy-9415/,
retrieved May 8, 2011
19
http://hn.idnes.cz/index.php?p=500000_d&&article[id]=51781250, retrieved May 10, 2011
20
Available at http://www.rwe.cz/cs/media/transgas/TK_HV_2010.pdf?jis=20110513142040,
retriever May 13, 2011
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Conclusion
In the first chapters, we are dealing with the liberalisation processes in the
European Union. Characteristics of the EU gas market are given as well as erudite
opinions of the economists who are concerned by the gas markets. We need to have
in mind that Western Europe is more liberalised than the Eastern one. However, the
liberalisation seems to be far from completion but deeper reforms have already been
adopted. Moreover, markets are becoming more and more globalised and this pushes
the suppliers to perform better.
While characterising the EU market, we are concerned about the security of
the supplies among other topics. New pipelines (Nabucco, South Stream, and North
Stream) are being built or at least are projected. European Union is getting more
dependent on the gas imports. In the recent years, supplies of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) have taken big share of the European supplies.
With the development of the gas hubs, new pricing mechanism (market
value principle) has become more acceptable in Continental Europe. The gas hub
prices are derived from the intersection of demand and supply curves. Apart from the
gas hub prices, there are long-term contracts deriving the gas prices from oil
derivatives (so-called replacement value principle).
We have given comprehensive description of development of the gas
pricing mechanisms in section 2, Gas pricing mechanism. We could see that the more
competitive the markets are, the more complicated the formula is. Figure 6 gives a
clear explanation. It is understandable that these two different pricing mechanisms
will coexist together as a result of short-term and long-term contracts.
Having understood the liberalisation and the pricing mechanism in the
European Union, we have described the liberalisation process in the Czech Republic,
starting with the historical background of one state-owned firm to today‟s situation
of enhanced competition represented by the growing number of alternative suppliers
that have been taking bigger and bigger share in the Czech gas market.
At the end of this thesis, we tried to estimate the gas commodity price in the
Czech Republic using the linear regression (Generalised Least Squares, GLS, to
prevent autocorrelations) on oil derivatives (light and heavy fuel oils, the LFO and
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the HFO) and gas hub prices (NCG and TTF) as well as the correlation between
these components.
Chow test confirms that we can separate our model in two sub-models in the
case of the individual customers but not for the mass customers. This could mean
that there is a change in the pricing mechanism comparing the individual customers
and the mass ones. Different coefficients of determination (R2) in the individual submodels are strengthening our surmises.
Returning back to our two questions whether there is the change in pricing
mechanism for customers, we have come to the conclusion that YES, THERE IS the
change but only for the individual ones. They have bigger bargaining power than
mass customers whose only “weapon” is to change their gas supplier. The change of
the supplier is pictured in Figure 13.
Using the correlation matrixes we show that the structural change in pricing
mechanism is obvious. The NCG and the TTF prices have bigger influence on
industrial prices than on those of mass costumers (households) as confirmed by
different R2 while testing the sub-models.
When speaking about the data collection by the CSU, these prices are
counted as a weighted arithmetical average of the prices of the most important
suppliers. As a consequence, these data do not reflect the prices of alternative
suppliers, which do not have significant market share. Even though unclear data
collection, because CSU does not publish the weights it uses for calculations, we can
see a change in the pricing mechanism.
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Appendix
A. Data
All the data used in this bachelor thesis are available in the Microsoft Office Excel 2007 file called
“Bc_Karas_2011.xlsx” in different bookmarks. All the graphs that are not part of this Excel file but
are shown in this Bachelor thesis are enclosed, too.

B. Analysis
I. Individual customers
1. Two-sample t-test
Hypothesis and alternative:
H0: Hypothetical mean values are similar, i.e. TTF
H1: Hypothetical mean values are different, i.e.

 NCG  0,

TTF  NCG  0.

Testing statistics:

t

 M TTF  M NCG    TTF   NCG 
2
2
  N NCG  1  VarNCG
 NTTF  1 VarTTF


1
1

NTTF N NCG

NTTF  N NCG  2

where

 0, 010599,

N is a number of observations, M is a true mean value and Var is a variance.

Comparing statistics

N

M

VAR

TTF

63

477,75

21357,65

NCG

30

428,88

19513,43

t with quantile of Student T on 5% confidence level of T  62   1,6698 gives

the result that we cannot reject H0.

2. Chow test

Firstly, we would like to test model:

Y  Xβ  ε

(a)

We have doubts, so we split our model into 2 sub-models:

Y1  αX1  v,

(b)

Y2  γX2  w
Null hypothesis and alternative:
H0:
H1:

i   i , i  1,...n
i   i , i  1,...n

Testing statistics:

CT 

S R2,0  S R2,1 n  2 p
 2
p
S R ,1

S R2 ,0 is a sum of squared residuals of the model (a) and S R2 ,1 represents sums of squared
residuals in model (b), n is a number of observations, p is a number of regressors including a
where

constant. This testing statistics is compared to Fisher Fp,n-2p.
S2R,0
S2R,1
n

p

81810.1 54352.04 40 3
On 5% confidence level, our CT=5.725477 and F3,34=2.86627. Because CT>F, we reject H0.

3. GLS properties

1. The OLS estimators are expressed solely in terms of the observable quantities.
2. They are point estimators.
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3. The mean value of disturbances is zero, i.e.

E    0 .

4. Columns of matrix X are not linearly dependent.
5. Autocorrelation of disturbances is zero, i.e. E
6. Variance of disturbances: var
7. Normality of disturbances, i.e.

   

2

 ,    0, i  j .
i

j

 , where  n  n positively definite matrix.

  N  0, I 2  .

4. Model for 2001 - 2006
a) Normality

Frequency distribution for uhat1, obs 2-24; number of bins = 7, mean = 6.5648e-015, sd = 35.7254
Interval
midpt frequency
rel.
cum.
< -60.859
-71.737
1
4.35%
4.35% *
-60.859 - -39.105
-49.982
3
13.04%
17.39% ****
-39.105 - -17.350
-28.228
1
4.35%
21.74% *
-17.350 - 4.4041
-6.4732
6
26.09%
47.83% *********
4.4041 - 26.159
15.281
6
26.09%
73.91% *********
26.159 - 47.913
37.036
5
21.74%
95.65% *******
>= 47.913
58.790
1
4.35% 100.00% *
Test for null hypothesis of normal distribution: Chi-square(2) = 1.886 with p-value 0.38938
Normality confirmed.

b) Collinearity
Variance Inflation Factors
Minimum possible value = 1.0
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem
LFO_CZK 4.136
HFO_CZK 4.136
VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient between variable j and the
other independent variables
Properties of matrix X'X:
1-norm = 63856.967
Determinant = 4081351
Reciprocal condition number = 3.1161114e-006

c) Autocorrelation
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5. Model for 2007 – 2011
a) Normality

Frequency distribution for uhat2, obs 26-4; number of bins = 7, mean = -2.33424e-014, sd = 30.6581
interval
midpt frequency rel. cum.
< -45.864
-55.655
2
12.50%
12.50% ****
-45.864 - -26.281
-36.073
0
0.00%
12.50%
-26.281 - -6.6986
-16.490
4
25.00%
37.50% ********
-6.6986 - 12.884
3.0928
5
31.25%
68.75% ***********
12.884 - 32.467
22.675
4
25.00%
93.75% ********
32.467 - 52.050
42.258
0
0.00%
93.75%
>= 52.050
61.841
1
6.25% 100.00% **
Test for null hypothesis of normal distribution: Chi-square(2) = 2.868 with p-value 0.23834.
Normality confirmed.

b) Collinearity
Variance Inflation Factors
Minimum possible value = 1.0
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem
LFO_CZK 3.543
HFO_CZK 3.543
VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient between variable j and the
other independent variables
Properties of matrix X'X:
1-norm = 110325.97
Determinant = 15278294
Reciprocal condition number = 2.6583212e-006

c) Autocorrelation

II. Mass customers
1. Chow test
Similarly to Chow test in the Individual customers‟ section, we get these results:
S2R,0
S2R,1
n p
45608.28

37744.96
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40

3

On 5% confidence level, our CT=2.361047 and F3,34=2,86627. Because CT<F, we cannot reject H0.

1. GLS properties
a) Normality

Frequency distribution for uhat3, obs 2-41; number of bins = 7, mean = 5.34017e-015, sd = 47.0222
interval
midpt frequency rel. cum.
< -60.878
-76.387
4
10.00%
10.00% ***
-60.878 - -29.859
-45.369
8
20.00%
30.00% *******
-29.859 - 1.1593
-14.350
10
25.00%
55.00% ********
1.1593 - 32.178
16.669
8
20.00%
75.00% *******
32.178 - 63.197
47.687
7
17.50%
92.50% ******
63.197 - 94.215
78.706
2
5.00%
97.50% *
>= 94.215
109.72
1
2.50% 100.00%
Test for null hypothesis of normal distribution: Chi-square(2) = 1.348 with p-value 0.50955
Normality confirmed.

b) Collinearity
Variance Inflation Factors
Minimum possible value = 1.0
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem
LFO_CZK 4.885
HFO_CZK 4.885
VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient
between variable j and the other independent variables
Properties of matrix X'X:
1-norm = 32489.585
Determinant = 546581.05
Reciprocal condition number = 7.2976182e-007

c) Autocorrelation
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Charakteristika tématu, současný stav poznání, případné zvláštní metody zpracování
tématu:
Liberalizace evropských trhů se zemním plynem vede ke změně cenotvorby na
českém trhu. Evropská unie usiluje o liberalizaci tohoto trhu, ale dosažení cílů je
limitováno jejím postavením – závislost na dovozech, na oligopolních dodavatelích
mimo legislativu EU.
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samotné ceny plynu mohou být vytvářeny interakcí nabídky a poptávky
Všechny tyto změny přináší významný dopad jak na samotný trh a obchodníky na
něm, tak především na zákazníky.
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jednotlivé segmenty zákazníků (domácnosti, firmy).
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